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regarded him as a defender of their faith. Philosophers
considered him as the promoter of free thought and of the
scientific spirit. They did not realize that the only difference
between the Great Frederick before and after his period of
wars was that whereas, before, he was a bad young man, after
it he was a bad old one. There was the same complete lack of
scruple, the same godlessness. He did just what he wanted;
and if he worked assiduously to make government efficient
and, according to the ideas of the age, progressive, this was
because, like Napoleon, he liked work and liked efficiency;
there was absolutely no spark of conscience or unselfishness
about him.
After the war the Sultan of Turkey, with whom Frederick
always had friendly relations, dispatched a deputation asking
him to send three of the astrologers by whose aid he had been
so magnificently successful.  Frederick replied that his three
astrologers were Diplomacy, the Army, and the Treasury. In
effect, these were the pivots of his State and whole content
of his statesmanship; and the greatest of them was the Treasury.
Everything was taxed in Prussia under the great King; and,
as if the old Prussian bureaucracy and the famous Department
of Finance called the General Directory were not sufficient for
the work, a horde of French officials was recruited to squeeze
the last penny from the hated excise. No family was immune
from the excisemen's visitations and exactions; and if a common
article was not taxed for excise it was only because, as with
tobacco and coffee, the great King preferred to make an
exorbitant Government monopoly of it.   Out of the over-
taxation of his kingdom Frederick built at Potsdam a grand
pakce, called the Neues Palais, a sort of Versailles, though
much smaller than the French palace. Its interior decoration
is a gorgeous exhibition of eighteenth-century rococo-baroque,
luxurious and opulent, though the King himself lived simply
enough in it.   The people naturally resented the financial
exactions of Frederick, and some wits avenged themselves by
hanging in front of the Furstenhaus in Berlin a cartoon of the
King grinding a coffee-mill between his knees and picking up

